
Moon Phases & Getting Your Business Mojo On...
Most of us have heard of the full moon and new moon- those are the pinnacle
points in the moons cycles however there are other important stages to the
moons cycles which we can harness in our businesses. Now you might be asking
why should I give a 'frig' about what the moon is up too?

Here's why- the Moon controls the water and the tides on this planet, without
the moon the water wouldn't move- There would not be a tide thus the moon is
life giving. We are comprised of 75%-85% water depending on which source
you ask. The word Lunacy comes from the Latin word Luna meaning moon. It's
a well documented fact that police and hospital's are busier on the days and
nights surrounding and of the full moon.

The Moon is responsible for ebb & flow. Add to that the moons cycles are exactly
28 days which also is the average length of a woman's cycle- this is why the
moon also represents the Divine Feminine. Utilising this can create greater ebb
& flow in your business.        

 Full Moon
Waning Gibbous Moon 
Waning Half Moon- 7 days after the full moon 1/4 mark
Waning Crescent Moon
New Moon - 14 days after the full moon 1/2 point
Waxing Crescent Moon 
Waxing Half Moon - 7 days after New moon (21 Days after
full moon 3/4 mark)
Waxing Gibbous Moon
Full Moon - 28 days the cycle completes  

Waning mean's getting small and Waxing means getting bigger - Gibbous means
more than half but less than full. Over the page you'll be show what the cycle
looks like and what energies can be harnessed for your business in each stage.
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Moon Phases & Getting Your Business Mojo On...
Full Moon- Good time to complete projects and plant new seeds of new ones. Set
intentions for new projects, just like that seed needs to be buried before it
breaks the surface from this point forwards is not the time to be all out there.
Today however is a day of tremendous energy- use it wisely!    
Waning Half Moon- We are now in the ebb part of the month so great time to
do research, gather info to you, just like the ocean returns to itself, harness this
time to return to yourself.  Great for planning posts. doing videos in business.
New Moon - The seed breaches the surface after this day, so a great time to set
intentions for new stuff and let go of the old- The new moon however is the
point of lowest energy in the cycle. There is no moon to be seen in the sky, so its
a time of honouring the shadow self. 
Waxing Half Moon - The moon is getting fat, we are now in the flow state of the
cycle, get your stuff out there and ride that wave, the universe is in flow, each
day the energy is increasing - pitch people, be seen and visible during this time.
 Full Moon - 28 days the cycle completes and begins again.  
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